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I
n fifth grade, A.J Comsti decided he wanted to be an engineer when he grew up and knew he needed to attend High Technology High

School to help make that happen. After applying himself diligently for the past three years, Comsti has realized his goal. “Everyone else

in my family is a doctor or is planning to be a doctor, but I wanted something else. I liked the idea of making machines and designing

equipment,” Comsti said. 

The straight-A-student is the third graduate from Seashore in the last four years to be accepted to this Gold Medal Career Academy,

which is ranked second in the state, 20th in the country and second in STEM ( Science, Technology, Engineering and Math), according to

U.S. News and World Report. This school specializes in engineering, architecture and digital electronics. “The entrance exam was pretty

easy because of  Seashore’s English and math program,” Comsti said.  

In addition to being accepted to HighTech, he also received an early admission scholarship to Christian Brothers Academy. Working

hard for good grades was A.J’s secret to getting into this high school. He is one of the few students accepted in Monmouth County. Even

more impressive is since he lives in Ocean Township, one of the largest sending districts, there was a lot more competition. 

Comsti looks forward to joining former Seashore alumni Ryan Bachmann accepted in 2012 and Derek Gordon accepted in 2014. 

In 2006, Joelle Rosen first took the stage in Annie, Seashore’s first

musical production. Nine years later, on May 5, the Class of 2011

graduate, was nominated for her second Count Basie Award for A

Chorus Line, her final performance at Long Branch High School.  

“At Seashore, I was able to not only find my passion for theater

and the arts, but was able to learn skills and techniques I will use

the rest of my life. The close-knit environment, my directors and

teachers really fostered my talent and left me with a strong foun-

dation that ultimately made it possible for me to get a starring role

freshman year in high school. No matter where I go, Seashore will

always have a special place in my heart,” Rosen said. 

Rosen, like other Seashore alumni, is excelling in school, in the

arts, in sports and in careers.

On April 30, Jordan Semon, from  Seashore’s Class of 2014,

lettered as a freshman at Red Bank Catholic after taking first at a

countywide meet in the discus. Article continues on Page 7

First grader Julia Reisler was one of several students from The Seashore School

who joined the Astronomy Elective at a Star Party at Dorbrook Park May 14.

HOORAY FOR A.J.HOORAY FOR A.J.

Third Seashore Grad

In Four Years 

Accepted To 

High Tech

A w A r d w i n n i n g n e w s p A p e r

BY Joe Semon

6th Grade

Around 8:30p.m., on May 14, students in Seashore’s Astron-

omy Club, along with some first through eighth graders spotted

the first visible planet in the night sky, Venus. They arrived at

Dorbrook Park in Colts Neck at 8p.m. A row of telescopes was

formed by local astronomers. As the sky got darker, more plan-

ets and constellations started to appear. Soon the telescopes

were focused on Jupiter with four of its 63 moons.

“Jupiter looked like a big reddish ball,” Matthew Pearsall-

Vaughn said. After awhile, one of the hand-held telescope’s

mirrors focused on “The Heart of Cancer,” which is the middle

of the constellation and Cancer the Crab zodiac sign. The

“Heart” showed observers 1,000 stars.

The night was arranged by Science Teacher Ellen Fedosh

and the Society of Telescopy, Astronomy and Radio (S.T.A.R.).

“It was very cool to see the planets with that clear of an image,”

sixth grader Joseph Semon said. 

BY Ben Davis, 6th Grade
BY A.J. Comsti, 8th Grade

A.J. ROCKS.. Hard work paid off for A..J. Comsti, who is heading to High Technology High School, ranked second in New Jersey and 20th in the U.S.A.

ONE SINGULAR SENSATION Joelle Rosen, third from right, was nomi-

nated for a Basie Award for Best Supporting Actress in a Musical for her per-

formance in A Chorus Line. This is the second Basie nomination for Rosen, who

credits her theatre start  to The Seashore School’s performing arts department.

Seeing

Stars 
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Letter to the
Reader

Hello! This is Jonathan Ras-

nitsyn and Joe Semon, Edi-

tors-In-Chief of Seashore

Student Views. Thank you

for reading this newspaper

we worked very hard to

complete. Some of us stayed

after school to meet the

deadline. After all the effort,

we were successful in ac-

complishing our goal. 

First off, we would like to

thank Miss Sharon Villapi-

ano and Coach Rob Schnoor

for giving us the opportunity

to create this newspaper. 

Secondly, we would like

to thank our staff for getting

their articles done on time

and working hard in class

every Wednesday.

There are many interest-

ing articles to check out,

such as the feature on Sci-

ence Olympiad. Also, look at

the cover article about A.J

Comsti to see what it takes

to get into a school like High

Tech. There is an extremely

informative editorial about

why the brakes should be put

on the new controversial

PARCC, along with students

feelings about this exam in

the Roving Reporter section.

There is a star studded arti-

cle about Seashore students

attending a STAR Party.

And, we highly recommend

our two “Take it from ME”

articles, our video game,

restaurant, and Norwegian

Cruise Line reviews. 

We hope you enjoy read-

ing the Spring edition of

Seashore Student Views and

invite you to send letters to

the Editors. 

Have a GREAT summer

and good luck to the eighth

graders in the next stage of

their academic careers. 

e d i T O r i A L

By 5th Graders Olivia Michals and Pia Jade Fuentes

rOVing repOrTer
What Is Your Opinion Of The PARCC Test?

Kherri Kinkela, Kindergarten - “The test

is too hard for young kids. They should

take it when they are older.”

Luke Mascarenhas, 3rd Grade - “The

students should take it in fourth grade,

so they know more information.”

Joe Semon, 6th Grade - “I’m glad that

we didn’t have to take the PARCC be-

cause I heard that the exam is ex-

tremely difficult and a lot of students

are not prepared. I also wouldn’t have

wanted to give up classes like art.”

Aidan Rogers, 5th Grade - “If students

do poorly on the test, the teachers may

lose their jobs. I think it is unfair that

students don’t get extra activities dur-

ing school time.”

Miss Mary, 4th Grade Teacher - “We

need a method to make sure students

complete what they are supposed to cover

for their grade level. However, too much

time is spent preparing for this test. I’m

glad we are still using the Terra Nova.”

The PARCC (Partnership for

Assessment of Readiness for

College and Careers) comput-

erized exams for third to 11th

grade “Are off to a  rocky

start.” Wendell Steinhauer, a

writer reported in the Asbury

Park PressMarch 11. “Plenty

of reports cropped up of com-

puters that wouldn't log on,

tests that suddenly closed be-

fore students finished and un-

reliable Internet access. It's

enough to call into question the

validity of any results for this

test, under contract with Pear-

son for $108 million, and

makes a strong argument for

the State Senate to pass legisla-

tion approved by the Assembly

to delay  use of PARCC results

for at least three years.” 

Seashore Student Views 

Editorial Board agrees the

brakes should be put on the

PARCC and is relieved that

since Seashore is a private

school, students here do not

have to face the pressure of 

this test, which is said to be

extremely difficult. Seashore

alumni and 2014 co-valedicto-

rian Elena Shalom, a high

honor student at the Academy

of Allied Health And Science,

said the open-ended test was a

completely different format

than standardized exams she

took the past. “I wouldn’t say

this is a very good way of as-

sessing what students have

learned,” she said.

According to Steven Le, a

former school board member

from the Township of Union,

the PARCC is untenable.   

“First, PARCC disrupts 40

out of the 180 days in a school

year  (a quarter of the aca-

demic year). Second, PARCC

and Common Core have inten-

sified the government's micro-

management of teachers.

Stringent standards dictate

what content teachers teach

and how they teach the con-

tent. Third, and most impor-

tantly, the test is dominating

what students learn in the

classroom,” Le said.

“Districts are teaching to the

test and either taking away or

minimizing time for arts, sci-

ence, social studies and other

subjects important to a well

rounded education to make 

sure students can  pass.”

Seashore Spanish Teacher

Val Guerrero agrees. “We

should not be teaching to tests.

Too much precious classroom

time is being wasted preparing

for common core standardized

tests. Education is not about

finding the correct answers on

a test, but asking the right

questions,” she said. “Not

passing can result in major

consequences.” 

However, there are reasons

why it has been implemented.

“Studies show three in four

students are unprepared for

college. Four in five students

currently pursuing a STEM de-

gree feel their K-12 education

did not prepare them for col-

lege. More students begin col-

lege in remedial, high

school-level courses, which di-

minishes their likelihood to

graduate in four years and

buries them in more college

debt,” Le said.

While something has to be

to be done to make sure

today’s students are prepared

in a competitive world of ris-

ing expectations, SSV believes

for most third graders to sixth

graders it is too much too soon.

“No teacher's career, no stu-

dent's class placement and no

school's reputation should ride

on whether they pass,” Stein-

hauer said.

Eventually, this test’s prob-

lems will be resolved, but for

now students shouldn't just be

taught to a test and be under

great amount of pressure in el-

ementary school.

The opinion of this editorial

board is it’s a good thing

Seashore has passed on the

PARCC for now.

“PARCC disrupts 40 out of the
180 days in a school year.” 
- Steven Le, Former School Board Member
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BY Jonathan Rasnitsyn, 

7th Grade and Joe Semon,

6th Grade

Jack Glassman, 4th Grade - “If the

students know the material, they

should take the test. As students

increase in their grade, the test

should become more difficult.”

New Exam 

No Walk In 

The PARCC
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Seashore Student Views, the newspaper of The Seashore School, is a member of the Columbia

Scholastic Press Association at Columbia University. Five hundred copies of the newspaper are

printed by RFM in Wall, N.J. and are distributed at Seashore’s three campuses at 345 Second

Avenue,  404 Broadway and 410 Broadway in Long Branch, N.J. Seashore Student Views can

also be viewed online at www.seashorecampandschool.com.

Letters to the Editor are 

encouraged and should be 

addressed to:

Seashore Student Views

The Seashore School

410 Broadway, 

Long Branch, N.J. 07740

732-222-6464

or emailed to us at

sharonvillapiano@icloud.com

Seashore 
Student
Views
Staff
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AdS ARe welcoMe bUt MUSt be

of AN APPRoPRIAte NAtURe.

Our mission is to

spread the word about

what is happening and

what is coming up at

The Seashore School

and give students a

chance to have their

voice heard.

Graduation will be here before you know it and if you plan on

wearing heels, my advice is to start practicing NOW so that you

can look on point when you walk across the stage to receive

your diploma and awards. Whether you get one award or many,

high heels will ELEVATE you and raise your confidence.

Every woman, at some point of her life, has to wear heels,

even if she likes sneakers and flats better.  According to Barbi-

zon, wearing heels, standing with the tall posture, and the way

that the wearer walks can make her feel more sophisticated and

graceful. 

Some people are not as tall as they hoped they would be, so

they wear heels to elevate them -- which is the number one rea-

son women wear this kind of shoe.

High heels can be an amazing way to tie together an outfit,

which is why finding the right pair is very important. There are

pumps, stilettos, wedges and kitten heels. Take into considera-

tion how high of a heel you will feel comfortable walking in

before you choose.

Even in fairy tales, heels played a big role. Cinderella and

Dorothy got their happy endings by simply clicking or having

Prince Charming come and fit her shoe onto her foot. Make

sure you  pull off your ending at The Seashore School by look-

ing your best as you graduate.

Take It From

BY Alina Keller

8th Grade
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STEM Program Helps Students
BRANCH Out In Science

PUMP It Up

Excelling Seashore students have been accepted to the National Youth Leadership Forum. It is a

STEM program, meaning it will focus on science, technology, engineering and math. Students

had to be nominated by a teacher and then selected by the program.

Held at seven locations throughout the United States during the summer months, the ad-

vanced program will strengthen leadership skills and help participants learn to work efficiently

in groups. 

“Students were selected based on their academic achievement,” Science Teacher Ellen Fe-

dosh said. Fifth graders Natasha Zovak, Pia Jade Fuentes and Olivia Michals will go to Rider

University in Lawrenceville, New Jersey, while sixth grader Matthew Pearsall-Vaughn heads to

Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering in Boston, Massachusetts. 

These students were given the choice of courses including Crime Scene Investigating (CSI),

Medical Engineering and Managing a Business. Zovak, Fuentes and Michals selected CSI,

while Pearsall-Vaughn decided to take all four classes.  

“I picked CSI because I aspire to be in that profession,” Michals said.

Classmate Fuentes, who will be staying overnight, is very excited to have this opportunity. “I

am very thankful to be chosen out of so many students,” she said.

Students selected to participate in the National Youth Leadership Forum are congratulated by Science Teacher

Ellen Fedosh, who nominated them based on grades and skills. Pictured from left are fifth graders Olivia Michals,

Natasha Zovak, Pia Jade Fuentes and sixth grader Matt Pearsall-Vaughn.

BY Jordan Semon, 8th Grade

Bullying has been affecting many people around the world, in-

cluding the victim and the bully. Victims feel like they are

worth next to nothing and that leads to major consequences in

the future. Bullies make victims feel so bad, it diminishes their

confidence. 

According to MBNBD, one in seven students in K-12th

grade are either bullied or bullying someone.  Fifty-six percent

of kids have seen someone getting bullied and did nothing

about it. And 15 percent of kids are afraid to go to school be-

cause of bullying. America has a serious bullying problem. 

Bullies usually have four main techniques they use to hurt

feelings. One way is physical bullying, which is when a bully

causes pain by using contact or physical force. Another way is

cyber bullying, which is when a bully writes mean or embar-

rassing things about someone on the Internet. Verbal bullying is

calling someone names to his or her face and hidden bullying is

where bullies lie about people or encourage others to exclude

them behind their back.     

If you see bullying and just sit there and laugh, you are just

as bad as the bully. You need to stand up for the victim and at-

tempt to stop the action or call an adult for help. 

I bullied my brother Matt almost all my life, but I didn't

know it. I always took him for granted just because I was big-

ger, stronger and faster than him. I still had no right to do any of

the things I did. I had crossed the line one day and the adults in

my life said “Enough!” I was taken off the Seashore basketball

team, which may not be a big deal to you, but it’s everything to

me. 

Don’t make the same mistake I did and lose something you

value. My message is choose kindness and you will gain every-

thing. 

BY Nick Pearsall-Vaughn, 

6th Grade 
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...And From

PUSH BACK on Bullying

BY Jada Weedon, 8th Grade
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Seashore Goes For GOLD At

Science Olympiad

sub headline

4  SPRING 2015  SEASHORE STUDENT VIEWS

BY Jonathan Rasnitsyn, 7th Grade

One of the hardest parts of the Olympiad was the Egg Drop. Fifth grader Leo

Eschebach made a contraption to hold his egg that could be dropped from a six-

foot ladder and hit the bullseye without breaking.
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Joe Shalom, right, and Spencer Barc, cut a paper helicopter to drop off a ladder, hoping for it to

stay in the air long enough to win.

Fifth and sixth graders got a perspective on STEM principles that they never would have

learned in their textbook by participating in Science Olympiad. After practicing every Friday

for seven weeks to master tasks, they spent the day at West Amwell Elementary School

competing against schools throughout New Jersey.
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Seashore Goes For GOLD At

Science Olympiad
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S
tudents made pasta cars, dropped an egg off a ladder, built a bridge out of

pasta and did many other things that they normally wouldn’t do in school at

West Amwell Elementary School in a tournament known as the Science

Olympiad February 26. Science Olympiad was an elective that was held on

Fridays starting second marking period. Each week, participants had to figure

out how to complete the task they would do at the competition.

“The elective benefited me because it taught me to be more inventive. We had to fig-

ure out what kind of pasta to use to build a car that would actually race down a ramp,

build a paper airplane to hit a prescribed target, create a cradle sturdy enough to keep an

egg from breaking when dropped from six feet, make a barge out of aluminum foil that

would hold as many pennies as possible and identify mystery powders by using certain

chemicals to determine their properties,” sixth grader Joe Semon said.

Competition day began at 9:30a.m. with aerodynamics, constructing paper helicop-

ters, building a pasta bridge and tuning bottles. For aerodynamics, fifth grader contestants

Wyatt Slagle and Leo Eschebach had to fold paper airplanes and throw them onto a tar-

get. Natasha Zovak, Olivia Michaels and Pia Jade Fuentes had to tune bottles by putting

water in them and playing two songs. Semon and Spencer Barc had to construct choppers

out of paper and drop them from a ladder. They had to stay in the air the longest amount

of time to win. Charlotte Basile and Matt Pearsall-Vaughn were challenged to construct a

bridge out of pasta and play-dough strong enough to support a large amount of weight

without collapsing. 

“There was a lot of pressure, but I thought it was fun. At one point, we ran out of

paper and the choppers were breaking, but we fixed them. Overall I thought we did pretty

well and next time, I think we will win,” Semon said. 

After those events, fifth grader Lars Korn had to create the bounciest gunk using glue,

salt, water and a few other things. 

Next, Joe Shalom and Nick Pearsall-Vaughn had to make a can roll in a straight line

and travel a long distance using a can, washers, a pencil and rubber band. Theirs traveled

about six feet and two inches. 

And then, there was the egg drop. Eschebach and Korn used straws and tape to make a

case for the egg to go in that would not crack when dropped from a ladder. The egg not

only had to stay intact. It also had to land on a target. Theirs broke, but was close.

Last, there was Mystery Powder Identification.  Basile and (Matt) Pearsall-Vaughn

were given a burning candle, iodine, water, vinegar, a magnifying glass and a chart. They

managed to identify each of the powders. 

When all the events were finished, West Amwell held an awards ceremony. The

schools that won had all competed many times in the past. At the end of the day, even

though Seashore students didn’t win, they learned key STEM skills they can apply to sci-

ence and are determined to bring home medals next year.

After making a can racer out of a coffee can and a rubber band, sixth grader Nick Pearsall-Vaughn sets his

entry

Fifth grader Lars Korn uses glue and starch to make the

stretchiest, bounciest gunk.

Fifth and sixth graders got a perspective on STEM principles that they never would have

learned in their textbook by participating in Science Olympiad. After practicing every Friday

for seven weeks to master tasks, they spent the day at West Amwell Elementary School

competing against schools throughout New Jersey.
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NEW ELECTIVES REALLY TAKE THE CAKE
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Seashore students combated peer pressure, saw stars, drew illusions and learned financing

in new electives designed  to help them now and later in life.

Social Studies Teacher Chris Stone taught economics, which focused on personal fi-

nance and how to earn, save and spend money. It included visiting the bank. “A  major

problem many adults have today is a lack of financial literacy,” Stone said. “This class

gave students the basics of finances and allowed them to make knowledgeable decisions

about the use of their money.”  

Seeing Stars was Seashore’s newest  astronomy class. Students learned about different as-

pects of astronomy, phases of the moon, planets and telescopes. The class attended a STAR

Party with the Star Amateur Club of Monmouth County (see Page 1).  Science Teacher Ellen

Fedosh’s hope was that this elective would open the students’ eyes to the world of stars. 

Meanwhile, Art Teacher Sharon Pacera taught a new course on illusions and how to

draw them. Students studied different types including black and white, color, sculpture and

photography. This semester's project was to draw "impossible triangles" and create illu-

sions from their own  imagination. 

Another “sweet” choice was Cupcake Wars. Modeled after the Food Network’s show, the

class was taught by Sharon Villapiano and Nancy Semon. Students learned to bake, core

and frost many recipes from traditional to Vegan and had a lesson on how to prepare

ganache from a professional baker who works at The Cupcake Magician in Red Bank.

Seashore also offered guitar lessons, taught by frontman Mark Rudolph and a new peer

pressure class. 

“The ugly reality is that peer pressure reaches its greatest intensity at just the age when

kids tend to be most insensitive and cruel,” Walt Mueller said. Lead by Shawn Metz, students

discussed any pressure they currently face or concerns they may experience in the future.

“Science is like magic,” is what  Preschool Science Teacher

Diana D’Ambrosi tells students in her science class. On April 20,

Seashore held its annual Preschool Gym and Science Show, where

20 children in Lindsay Greenspan and Allison Manning’s classes

showed their parents the progress they made in both areas since

the beginning of the year.

In science, the three and four year olds demonstrated what

they had learned about their five senses, how mixing blue and

yellow creates the color green, facts about the weather, botany,

how to explore and how to use observation skills. 

“Their favorite part is the exploration table,” D’Ambrosi said.

Parents were also very  impressed with the gym portion of the

show. Students smacked ball after ball off a tee ball, ran a relay race

and climbed to the top of the six-foot high Super Climber. 

“Physical education is important because it helps children

learn how to use hand-eye coordination, follow multi-step direc-

tions and be a part of a team,” Coach Lou Conner said.  

Preschool Gym & Science
Show A Home Run

BY Joe Semon, 6th Grade

BY Jada Weedon, 8th Grade

Pre-K

ROCKS!

Four and five year old boys and girls jumped with excitement at the “Shakin’ At The Seashore Hop.”

These students came together to sing and dance for more than 200 family members on May 20.

BY Joseph Shalom, 6th Grade

SWING AND NO MISS! Encouraged by Physical Education Teacher

Coach Lou Connor, students demonstrated hand-eye coordination by

making solid contact with every ball they hit.

Lola Vacarro, left, Carolyn O’Donnell

center, and Payton Lamp practice 

frosting techniques learned in Cup Cake

Wars, a new elective based on the Food

Network.

SO MANY CHOICES, IT WAS HARD TO PICK. There were many elec-

tives to choose from, so Matt Pearsall-Vaughn split his time between 

guitar with frontman Mark Rudolph and Science Olympiad.

Pre-Kindergarteners performed their annual spring show on 1950s music called “Shakin’ At

The Seashore Hop” on May 20.  Fifty children sang, danced and entertained the audience.

Classes started practicing for this show in January. “They got to learn the music of rock and

roll, which was the music of their parents and grandparents,” Music and Drama Teacher An-

thony Greco said. According to Greco, who produced the show, along with the Pre-K staff,

each class had a chance to sing two songs and the opening number. Children also learned a

classic 50s dance. At the end of the show, they sang “My Gal,” a take on “My Guy,” as a tribute

to Pre-Kindergarten Director Tracy Gallo, to thank her for everything she did for them all year. 

Pre-K Sock Hop Rocks And Rolls
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VIEWS REVIEWS

All Season Diner  is celebrating its 25th Anniversary for

being in business and making customers happy. 

I went to All Season Diner after school. The food was

delicious. The waiters were nice and when we finished or-

dering, instead of leaving they asked, “Anything else?”

The service was good, but when you order, it will take

some time for the chefs to prepare the food.

Some things on the menu were expensive, but it de-

pends on what you order. I rate this restaurant five out of

five cheesy-cheese burgers. 

Super Smash Bros. Wii U is a fun family brawler

where you smash as many famous video game

characters as you can. Smash was developed by

Sora Ltd. and Bandi Namco Games. It is also

published by Nintendo. The game has many new

features such as an extended roster of characters,

many more stages, lots of new game modes and

many improvements. Some of those new modes

are Master and Crazy orders, Smash tour, Rivals

and an eight-player mode. In our opinion, the graphics are sharp, it has tight controls and a lot of

customization. Some of that customization includes being able to fight as mii’s, being able to

make a stage and amibos that can be leveled up by playing against them. The game has its fair

share of glitches, but we still give it four smash balls out of five.

SEASHORE STUDENT VIEWS SPRING 2015   7

People who want to go to Florida, Bermuda or other tropical places, but don’t want to fly,

have another way to get there. They can travel on a Norwegian cruise. I recommend The

Breakaway, which leaves out of New York on Sundays. Norwegian is the perfect cruise for

someone who wants to relax. You don’t have to dress up, be at dinner at a specific time or be

rushed at each destination. 

This summer, I am going for the third time. There are many fun and exciting things to do.

There are pools, water slides, a ropes course, a rock climbing wall, party every night on the

top deck, game rooms, shows, sports tournaments, bowling, mini golf, gym, spa and more.

There are  buffets with delicious food, dining rooms like the Manhattan Room and Wasabi,

and optional specialized restaurants like Moderno, where they bring you every kind of meat

until you flip a button that says “STOP,” Cagney’s Steak House, La Cucina which has pretty

good Italian, Le Bistro for French, Ocean Blue for sea food, Teppanyaki for Japanese and a

Chef’s Table.

In addition, there are comedians, the Second City, dancers, a magician, a Broadway show

called Rock of Ages and Cirque Dreams, a dinner show, which is like Cirque du Soleil, plus in-

teractive game shows like Deal or No Deal, Family Feud and Bingo for money, which I found to

be very enjoyable because I once won. There is also a crew talent show and dancing with the

stars of Norwegian, which were both hilarious.

Last year, the ship was supposed to sail to Bermuda, but due to a hurricane, it went to

Florida and the Bahamas. It was a disappointment, but wasn’t that bad. Overall, I liked the

vacation. Due to the change in ports, I give it three ships out of five.

Sail Away On Norwegian Breakaway  

Smash Brothers Smash Hit

By Jonathan Rasnitsyn, 7th Grade

Semon attributes her top skills in track, as well as testing out of fresh-

men Spanish and Algebra I, to The Seashore School. 

These success stories date back to Seashore’s first graduating class.

Take Elizabeth Ulliano for example. She was the valedictorian that

year and, after high school at Red Bank Catholic, went to college and

is now an attorney. 

Another former student, Brian Murphy, attended Communications

High School and then Cornell. 

Also impressive is Ian Wolfe, who graduated from Seashore in

2010. He went to Christian Brothers Academy and is currently a

freshman at Northeastern. Wolfe’s grades were so high that he re-

ceived the Ryan Viscito Award of 2014.

Other noteworthy alumni include Will Villa, who studied at Saint

Joe’s and Bobby Presley, who is learning at Cabrini College in Penn-

sylvania. 

In addition, Class of 2011’s Joshua Keller is graduating from

MAST this year and will pursue a career in marine biology at Eckerd

College. Josh Even, who had the grades to get into any high school,

but chose Red Bank Regional, has been accepted to Cornell. Erica

Comsti, who graduates from Allied Academy of Health and Science,

is going  to Boston University to study medicine, and Allied classmate

Josh Antunes selected Rutgers from various options.

Last year’s co-valedictorian Elena Shalom is also at Allied and

holds a 97 average. Like Comsti, she is studying to become a doctor.

“Seashore was a transforming experience that prepared me  to get ac-

cepted to this gold medal career academy,” Shalom said. “Thank you

Seashore for not just showing and explaining, but inspiring me to be

the best I could be.”

There are many other Seashore students who have been accepted by

career academies, including the author of this article who is heading to

High Technology High School to join Derek Gordon from Seashore’s

2014 graduating class and Ryan Bachman from the Class of 2012.

Look for updates and continuing success stories about Seashore’s

alumni in upcoming issues of Seashore Student Views.

ALUMNI, continues from Page 1.

BY Ian McCarthy, 6th Grade
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A Diner For All Seasons 
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ON TRACK.Seashore Class of 2014s Jordan Semon took first for Red Bank

Catholic in a county-wide meet April 30, earning a varsity letter as a freshman.
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Kindergarteners Take Care Of

Moms At Annual Mother’s Day Tea

BY Ben Davis & Matt Pearsall-Vaughn, 6th Grade
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After Seashore Players’ production of Seussical the Musical last

spring, audiences pre-ordered tickets for this spring’s Beauty And

The Beast. This tale as old as time was completely sold out for all

three shows including opening night Friday, May 8 at 7p.m., and

both Saturday matinee and evening performances on May 9. 

“Audiences have been extremely impressed in the past with the

way Seashore Players drama club produces Broadway style produc-

tions with elementary and middle school students. From the extrava-

gant costumes, authentic set pieces and professional lighting,

audiences are coming back for more,” Theater Director Renee Harri-

son Pincus said. “However, this was the first time we completely 

sold out a performance more than a month before opening night.”

Friends and family came from as far as Arizona and England to see

34 kindergarten to eighth graders perform “On Broadway.” Leading

the cast was Payton Lamp, who played Belle, and Matt Pearsall-

Vaughn as The Beast. This was the last Seashore Players perform-

ance for Lamp, whose family is moving to South Jersey. She has had

many lead roles and a couple of call backs on Broadway. This was

also the final show for eighth grade girls, including Nina Areyan,

Alina Keller, Jada Weedon and Noelle Pepa. Areyan has been part of

Seashore Players since her first year at The Seashore School. 

“When I was in first grade, my mom had told me she signed me

up for the school play. Little did we know that I’d still be on the

same stage eight years later. I’d like to thank my mom and dad and

most of all Coach Anthony and Miss Renee for guiding me through-

out this wonderful journey,”Areyan said. 

According to award-winning producer Anthony Greco, students

are very fortunate to participate in shows like this. “I don’t know of

any other elementary or middle school that gives children a chance

to perform in shows of this magnitude.” 

8  SPRING 2015  SEASHORE STUDENT VIEWS

STARS ON BROADWAY
Audiences Spellbound By

Beauty And The Beast
By: Kat Barc, 8th Grade 

BELLE OF THE BALL. In her last Seashore Players show, Payton Lamp delivered a moving performance

as Belle along with Matt Pearsall-Vaughn, who played the Beast in the Disney classic.
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“When I was in first grade, my

mom told me she signed me up for

the school play. Little did we know

that I’d still be on the same stage

eight years later.”

- Nina Areyan, 8th Grade

Sixth Grader Chosen For

Monmouth Regional’s

“Shrek The Musical”

BY Joe Semon, 6th Grade

Seashore sixth grader Payton

Lamp, a long time lead in Seashore

Players, had the opportunity to ap-

pear on stage with the award-win-

ning Monmouth Regional High

School Drama Club in Shrek The

MusicalApril 24 and 25. With just

three rehearsals she played Young

Fiona, Grumpy and Young Shrek.

Lamp was chosen for the role by

her award-winning Director/Pro-

ducer Anthony Greco a week be-

fore Beauty And The Beast

premiered “On Broadway.”

“I needed someone to fill in at

the last minute and with all the

skills Payton learned here, I knew

she would be the perfect choice,”

Greco said.

Pictured above, Silly Girls

from left Carolyn Pearsall-

Vaughn, Kendall Thorner and

Giovanna Failla gush over

Gaston in Seashore Players’

2015 spring musical Beauty

And The Beast “On Broad-

way.” To the right, Belle reads

to captivated  town children

Wes Rivingston, Taylor Spa-

davecchia and Ava Martinelli.
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